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on

s/P rojects/Sto res/

All other Administrative Units
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited

Sub: Vigilance clearance for considering executives for promotion to the
grade of DE/AGM(T) on regular basis regarding
This office has called Vigilance Clearance of 4226 executives of SDE(T) cadre
from List 5, 6 & 7 for considering them for promotion to the grade of AGM/DE(T)
on regular basis from the office of CVO vide this office U. O. No. 451-3112015Pers(DPC)/09 dated 08.06.201 8.

The list of executives whose VC has been called for is enclosed herewith as
Annexure-A. Any Errors / omission / addition / deletion / correction in this data
shall be intimated to this office in mail id dpgaqm@gmail.com witout any delqy.
(The serial number of the list have nothing to do_ with seniority number, hence no
representation/query on serial number of the'list shall be entertained). The
process for e-DPC from List No. 8 will be considered in due course. Accordingly
necessary action will be taken up on list no. 8.
Further, list of exebutives of List 5, 6 & 7, whose VC has not been called for due to
their mis.sing data such as HRMS Number/Present Circle etc is enclosed herewith
as Annexure B. lt is requested.to provide the missing data of these executives in
mail id dpcagm@qmail.com so that their VC may be called for considering the for
promotion to the grade of AGM/DE(T) on regular basis on priority
(NOTE: ln view of above, executive are requested to mail corrections in the data, if any,
and fonrvard the same information through their respective Admin/HR authorities & thev
' mav avoid calling DPC Section)

Encls: As above
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(P.S.V.Rama Rao)
Asstt. General Manager(DPC)
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